A region-based querying has been widely used to update the freshness of query result and reduce the query traffic in diverse wireless networks. Most prior querying approaches implicitly assume infrastructure-based networks but we need to relax this assumption by considering limited coverage or even unavailability of the network. In this paper, we propose an elastic validity region and its corresponding query operation, called MQry, in an infrastructure-less network with mobile point-of-interests (POIs). Due to the mobility of nodes and POIs, it is challenging how to efficiently build and update a validity region. Each query replying node that contributes in building an initial validity region judiciously switches its monitor operation on the queried POI. The query issuing node adjusts the current validity region to reduce the number of redundant queries without hurting the freshness of queried result. The query operations of both query issuing and replying nodes are depicted using finite state machines for clarity. We conduct extensive simulation experiments using the OMNeT++ for performance evaluation and comparison with four existing schemes. The simulation results show that the MQry can adaptively change the size of validity region and be a viable querying approach in infrastructure-less networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
A S WIRELESS and mobile devices such as smartphones have become increasingly popular and resource-rich, users (denoted later as nodes) can freely query any point-of-interest (POI) and enjoy location-based service (LBS) deployed in diverse infrastructure-based wireless networks. A region-based querying strategy and its variants [1] - [5] have been widely used to efficiently update a query result received from an LBS server (denoted later in short as a server). A query issuing node sends a query to the server to receive and collect the information of a queried object, such as a static or mobile POI. The server replies a query result piggybacked with a set of locations (e.g., (x, y) coordinates) that can form a virtual area, called as a validity region. The query result remains the same as long as the query issuing node is located within the validity region. The query issuing node does not need to periodically check the validity of query result with the server, and it requeries to update its query result only when it is out of its validity region. Thus, the query traffic can be significantly reduced, and the scarce wireless bandwidth can also be saved.
In this paper, we identify two major issues in order to realize a ubiquitous query operation in the LBS. First, due to the limited coverage or unavailability of the 3G/4G networks, nodes may not be connected with the infrastructure but be remained uncovered for a certain period in a blackspot, urban, or remotely isolated area. The current infrastructure could even be collapsed and become unavailable when an unexpected disaster occurs, such as a recent earthquake or hurricane and its follow-up flooding. For example, it is critical for a rescue team to transceive emergency queries and check their validity of query results through single or multihop relays without the help of infrastructure [6] - [9] . Most of the validity region-based approaches [2] - [5] may not directly be applied to an infrastructure-less network, because an initial validity region built with the replies of the first query is not updated until a new query is generated. No or intermittent connections to the server could mislead nodes to generate redundant queries or answer a query with an obsolete query result. Second, in addition to the node mobility, the location of mobile POI is time-varying and its corresponding validity region can shortly be obsolete. This is different from a static POI, where the location of POI is fixed or is not changed in a short period of time and thus, its corresponding validity region is often considered as valid until the query issuing node moves out of the boundary of validity region. In [10] and [11] , a set of validity region update strategies is proposed to approximate the size of validity region based on the overhearing, mobility of POIs, and requery probability. For example, an initial size of validity region is intentionally built smaller than that of the originally planned validity region. Since the mobility of mobile POIs often affects the validity of the original query result, an initially built validity region can quickly be obsolete. Thus, the query issuing node may not be aware of whether it is already located outside of the validity region and missed to regenerate and send a new query. Under the smaller validity region, the query issuing node proactively generates a new query even when it is located within the validity region, incurring redundant queries. In fact, the initially built validity region is not adaptively updated during the query operation.
In light of these issues, we focus on a mobile querying operation by investigating how to efficiently query mobile POIs and update the corresponding validity region in an infrastructure-less wireless network, where a mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is deployed to see the impact of limited connectivity and frequent disconnections due to the mobility. Our threefold contributions are briefly summarized as follows.
1) We first observe the impact of mobile POIs on an initially built validity region and compare the query performance with three different combinations of static and mobile POIs in a MANET. We also investigate the query overhearing and measure the effect of query traffic in terms of the number of overheard query replies. 2) We then propose a mobile querying operation with a validity region update technique, called MQry, to efficiently query mobile POIs and reduce the redundant query traffic. In the MQry, each query replying node judiciously switches its monitor operation on the queried POI and the query issuing node efficiently adjusts the current validity region without hurting the freshness of queried result. A finite state machine (FSM), called FSMQry, is also presented to see the proposed querying operation clearly. 3) We finally modify the safe exit algorithm [4] originally designed for an infrastructure-based network to work in a MANET, called Greedy, and use it as a performance lower bound. We also compare the query performance with Adapt:Ovhr [10] , where a query issuing node adaptively extends its initially built validity region. In this paper, we develop a customized discrete-event driven simulator using the OMNeT++ [12] and conduct the performance evaluation and comparison in terms of the time spent in validity region and the average number of queries as well as replies per query. The simulation results with a set of network snapshots show that the MQry can efficiently extend the time spent in validity region, reduce the number of queries, and adaptively change the size of validity region in the presence of mobile POIs. Note that previous works [10] , [11] are focused on a set of basic static validity regions and its variants to sense the query performance. However, the primary contribution of this paper is to develop an elastic validity region and its corresponding algorithm and communication protocol that can adaptively update its shape using shrinkage and expansion operations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The prior querying schemes are reviewed and analyzed in Section II. We discuss the validity region based querying with mobile POIs and its expected query traffic and propose an elastic validity region based querying scheme in Section III. The proposed approach is evaluated with extensive experiments in Section IV. The conclusion and future work are presented in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review and analyze prior querying schemes in terms of static or adaptive validity regions in diverse wireless networks.
A. Static Validity Region
Once a validity region is initially set up with the first query replies, it is not updated until a query issuing node moves out of the region. A centralized server deployed in diverse infrastructure-based networks often receives the query, provides the information of queried POIs, the mobility of query issuing node, and rebuilds the validity region [2]- [5] . When a query issuing node generates a query, a centralized server builds a safety region consisting of a set of exit points in terms of the road segments in a vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) [4] . Similar to the validity region, the query result will be valid as far as the query issuing node is roaming within the safety region. The query issuing node is aware of the exit points and regenerates a new query to update the query result when it passes one of the exit points. Then, the server resets a new safety region and sends new exit points to the query issuing node. In [5] , a range safe region is proposed to reduce continuous monitoring of queried POIs, where each POI is treated as a node and covered by the same detection range of the node. The server overlaps the multiple detection ranges of queried POIs and sends their intersected area as a safe region to the query issuing node. A grid-based rectangle safe region and its corresponding region computing techniques are proposed to implement scalable processing of spatial alarms, alerting a future spatial location of POI [3] . A safe region is optimized in a greedy manner considering a tradeoff between the server workload and the node energy consumption. A continuous spatial querying scheme is proposed in a mobile peer-to-peer network [13] . Each query replying node located within the query range receives a query periodically broadcasted by a query issuing node and sets a safe period based on the Euclidean distance between the two query replying and issuing nodes. When the safe period is expired, the query replying node sends a query result of POI and waits for an acknowledgment from the query issuing node for updating the safe period. Here, the size of the detection range is the same as the one-hop communication range of node.
A variant of range-skyline query approach is proposed in a mobile environment, considering both spatial and nonspatial criteria to improve the quality-of-service of query result [14] . A query issuing node sets its query detection range, floods a query request message, and receives query results from mobile query replying nodes continuously during a certain period. The query issuing node predicts a safe time, implying how long a mobile query replying node will stay in the range, and decides whether to regenerate a new query for updating the query result. In [15] , a top-k query with the help of data replication approach is proposed in MANETs. Initially, a query issuing node floods a query request message and then disseminates the information of top-k query result and the average number of neighbors back to the network. Then, each node calculates and allocates the replicas. The query issuing node gradually expands its search range in terms of the number of hops to the neighbor nodes based on the number of neighbors until the top-k is acquired. The query issuing node also increases its search range to maximize the probability of finding the top-k query result or minimize the number of nodes accessed.
B. Adaptive Validity Region
An initially built validity region can be updated even before a query issuing node moves out of the region to improve the query performance. Several validity region-based query processing schemes are proposed in a MANET, where the region is formed by x-y and/or convex-hull-based techniques [10] . A query issuing node can actively overhear any on-flying query and extend its initially built region to improve the query performance. In [16] , multiple safe regions are generated and located along the route between a source and destination locations for a route planning query in a road network. A centralized server receives a set of POIs, searches a trip route that visits all the POIs to the destination, and builds a set of safe regions that includes each queried POI among rival POIs located around the route.
In summary, due to the mobility of nodes and POIs and lack of centralized coordination, prior validity region based querying approaches with infrastructure support may not directly be applied to MANETs. A limited adaptation of validity region solely operated by a query issuing node also may not be enough to update the validity region efficiently.
III. PROPOSED ELASTIC VALIDITY REGION AWARE QUERYING
In this section, we first introduce a validity region-based query operation and its potential issue in the presence of mobile POIs. We experiment three different query strategies with static and mobile POIs to compare the query performance. Then, we investigate query overhearing and propose an elastic validity region and its corresponding query operations for mobile POIs to improve query performance and reduce query traffic in MANETs. Note that static POI and its corresponding validity region-based query operation are investigated in [10] and [11] .
A. Validity Region Based Querying
When a node retrieves location information of a static object (e.g., POI), it floods a query to other nodes to cooperatively collect the location information of the POI in MANETs. Each node is assumed to equip with an on-board global positioning system (GPS) and is aware of the current location. Since the flooding of a query may incur the broadcast storm problem [17] , a controlled flooding in terms of the number of hops to be propagated in the network is often deployed to reduce the query traffic. In Fig. 1(a) , when a node (e.g., n b or n c ) receives the query and detects the queried POI located in the detection range, it approximates the location of the POI by transmitting a query reply containing its current location to the query issuing node (e.g., n a ) as a query result. Note that it is hard (if it is not impossible) for the query replying node to identify the exact location of the POI without additional equipment. The detection range may vary depending on the equipment, but we assume that the detection range is the same as the communication range of the query replying node for the sake of simplicity in this paper. When the query issuing node begins to receive replies, it builds a validity region based on the locations of query replying nodes (e.g., n b to n h ) as shown in Fig. 1(b) . A validity region is defined as a virtual area where a query result remains the same as long as a query issuing node is located within the area. Here, we deploy a convex-hull-based approach called Conv [10] , to efficiently create a validity region. The Conv deploys the Graham-Scan-based method [18] to construct the validity region that is the smallest convex polygon containing a given set of Fig. 1 . Query issuing node (n a ) queries a static POI and builds a validity region. Here, each node is marked as an empty circle. A query replying node and a queried POI are also marked as a shaded circle and a star, respectively. The directions of propagated query and its reply are represented by dashed and solid arrows, respectively. The detection range is also represented by a dash-dotted line. In addition, a validity region is the closed area connected by query replying nodes, n b , n d , n f , n g , and n h , using a solid line. In Fig. 1 (b), one node located outside of the validity region is not a query participating node because it may not receive a query or does not detect the queried POI from the query issuing node. locations of the query replying nodes in a two-dimensional area. The query issuing node does not generate a query again for the same POI as long as it is located within the validity region. In order to facilitate to identify whether the query issuing node is located within the validity region, the network is virtually divided into a set of grids, where each square region is called cell of the same size. Then, the query issuing node stores the validity region in the form of a set of cell ids. As soon as the query issuing node moves out of the validity region, it generates and floods a new query for the same POI again to receive the updated query result and build a new validity region accordingly.
B. Validity Region for Mobile POI
In static POI, the mobility of query replying node does not affect the validity region because a query issuing node builds the validity region with initially received replies, containing the original locations of the query replying nodes when they detect a queried POI. The query issuing node is not aware of whether the query replying nodes have moved away from the queried POI. The query issuing node updates the validity region only when it moves out of the current validity region. In Fig. 2(a) , a query replying node (e.g., n b ) has detected a queried POI and replied a query result, and then later it moves out of the detection range. In mobile POI, however, the mobilities of both POI and query replying node affect the validity region. If the query issuing node is not aware of the whereabouts of the POI, it cannot make sure whether the current validity region is still valid. The validity region becomes invalid if the received query results are changed. For example, in Fig. 2(a) , if a queried POI moves within the same detection range of query replying node (e.g., n c ), this does not change the query result that the query replying node sent before. Thus, the query replying node does not send an additional reply. In Fig. 2(b) , if a query replying node (e.g., n b ) detects the same type 1 of queried POI moving into the detection range, it sends another reply to the query issuing node for updating the current validity region. If the POI moves out of the detection range, the query replying node (e.g., n b ) that originally detected the POI sends another reply. Whenever the query issuing node receives a new reply or any additional reply, it updates the current validity region even if it does not move out of the validity region. In order to efficiently update the validity region, it is essential to keep track of the queried POI, but this could incur a significant communication overhead.
In this paper, we measure the communication overhead in terms of the number of transmitted packets to update the validity region with static and mobile POIs. We experiment with a 200 × 500 m 2 rectangle network, where 100 nodes are uniformly distributed and move according to the random waypoint mobility, 1.0 m/sec. The total number of POIs is 200, and 10% of POIs are mobile in the network. An adaptive approach is deployed to conduct the query operation called Adapt:Ovhr [10] . The Adapt:Ovhr is designed to reduce the number of queries by opportunistically utilizing the overheard on-flying replies and adaptively update the current validity region without regenerating a new query. A query issuing node quickly builds an initial validity region as soon as it receives the first reply and keeps extending the validity region upon receiving the following replies, combining the Rect [10] and Conv. For performance comparison, we first consider a case where all queried POIs are static, denoted as Case I, which is used as a performance lower bound. We also consider a case, where all queried POIs are mobile, denoted as Case II. In both Case I and Case II, when a node receives a query and detects a queried POI, it sends a reply to the query issuing node only once. In addition, we further extend the Adapt:Ovhr by actively monitoring mobile POIs, called Case III. In the Case III, each query replying node continuously monitors the queried POI and sends an additional reply to the query issuing node, whenever the queried POI moves out of the detection range or the same type of queried POI moves into the detection range.
We show the results in terms of the average number of queries, the average time spent in a validity region, total time spent in the validity region in percentage over total simulation time, and the average number of replies per query in Fig. 3 . In Fig. 3 (a) and (b), the Case I shows the highest number of queries but the lowest time spent in the validity region. Since each query replying node replies only once, query issuing nodes have a less chance to overhear on-flying replies and update the validity region. The Case III shows the best performance due to the active monitoring of the queried POI and thus, query issuing nodes can frequently overhear on-flying replies and update the validity region accordingly. This leads to the lowest number of queries but the highest time spent in the validity region. The Case II shows the performance between that of the Case I and Case III. In Fig. 3(c) , all Cases I-III show that querying issuing nodes spend about 98% of total simulation time in the validity region, indicating that each query issuing node generates few queries. In Fig. 3(d) , the Case III shows the highest number of replies per query because each query replying node actively replies whenever the queried POI is moved out of the detection range or newly detected.
In summary, if the query issuing node receives more replies from query replying nodes by active monitoring the queried POI, it can frequently update the current validity region and reduce the number of queries. However, the query traffic in terms of the number of replies per query can increase significantly.
C. Query Overhearing
Due to the nature of wireless communication, a Reply packet originally designed to unicast back to a query issuing node is in fact propagated omnidirectionally, such as a broadcast packet. Any adjacent node located along the path between the query replying and issuing nodes can overhear on-flying packets. Overhearing can improve the query performance by eavesdropping other communications (e.g., Query or Reply) to collect query information. To see the effect of query performance, we measure an average number of overheard replies against the number of POI types by deploying the Adapt:Ovhr, where the overheard on-flying replies are utilized to update the current validity region. In Fig. 4 , as the number of POI types decreases from four to two, the average number of overheard replies increases. Each query issuing node has more chances to overhear the same type of POI replies destined to other query issuing nodes. When there is only a single POI type in the network, however, the average number of overheard replies decreases. This is because each query issuing node can frequently update its current validity region with any overheard on-flying reply. Thus, each query issuing node can stay longer within the validity region, leading to generate the lesser number of new queries.
In summary, overhearing 2 on-flying replies and updating the validity region can extend the time spent of query issuing node in the validity region and reduce the number of new queries that significantly increases the query traffic.
D. Elastic Validity Region
Unlike prior approaches [1] , [3] - [5] , [10] , where either a query issuing node or a centralized server operates in updating the validity region, we propose an elastic validity region based querying approach for mobile POIs, called MQry, to efficiently update the validity region by the collaboration of both query replying and issuing nodes in MANETs. The basic idea is that each query replying node judiciously decides whether to begin or stop responding to the queried POI to shrink or expand the validity region. The query issuing node also overhears any on-flying Reply to expand the validity region as well. Detailed querying operations are followed.
First, when a query issuing node generates a query for a POI, it broadcasts a Query to other nodes in the network. The Query is propagated to the nodes located up to the maximum three hops (h max ) away from the query issuing node. When a node receives the Query and detects the queried POI, it sends a Reply containing its current location as a query result to the query issuing node. When the query issuing node begins to receive the Reply, it initiates to build a validity region using the convex-hull and then updates the validity region based on the additionally arriving Reply.
Second, when a node receives a Query, it sets its monitor state to M on , monitors the queried POI, and sends a Reply if Fig. 5 . Snapshot of network topology, where n a generates a query and n c cannot detect a queried POI initially but can detect it later and send a Reply because the queried POI moves into the detection range of n c . Fig. 6 . Due to the mobile POIs, an initially built validity region shrinks. Here, a query replying node, n b , sends a Reply' to a query issuing node n a via n c . the queried POI is detected. If the node cannot find the queried POI within its detection range, it keeps its monitor state to M on and continues to monitor the queried POI. Here, depending on whether to detect the queried POI, we classify a node into either a query replying node that replies a Reply back to the query issuing node, or a query receiving node that receives a Query but cannot detect the queried POI. If a query replying node receives a Reply from the node located farther in terms of the number of hops from the querying issuing node, it forwards the Reply and resets its monitor state to M off . This is because the validity region is built based on the convex-hull, where the nodes located farther most likely contribute in building the validity region. If a query receiving node receives a Reply from its adjacent nodes, it keeps its monitor state to M on .
Third, if a query replying node does not detect the queried POI anymore, it sends a Reply' to the query issuing node, resets its monitor state to M off , and does not involve in any querying operation for the queried POI. If a query replying node newly detects the queried POI, it also sends a Reply' and keeps its monitor state to M on . If a query receiving node newly detects the queried POI, it sends a Reply to the query issuing node and sets its monitor state to M on . When the query issuing node receives either Reply' or Reply, it updates the initially built validity region.
Fourth, suppose a query generating node (e.g., n a ) broadcasts a Query and query receiving nodes (e.g., n b and n c ) initially cannot detect a queried POI in the network, where the queried POI is moving toward n c as shown in Fig. 5 . When n c detects the queried POI, it replies a Reply to n a and set its monitor state to M on because it is a potential contributor in building the validity region. Note that when an intermediate node (e.g., n b ) forwards the Reply received from its farther node, n c , it sets its monitor state to M off . However, if n b receives a Reply' from n c implying that n c does not detect the queried POI anymore and affects the initially built validity region, it sets its monitor state to M on to seek the contribution in updating the validity region by detecting the queried POI. In Fig. 6 , we show a case when a validity region shrinks. Query replying nodes (e.g., n b and n c ) initially detect the queried POIs located within their detection range and a query issuing node (n a ) builds a validity region accordingly as shown in Fig. 6(a) . Here, n b contributes in building the validity region because it is located farther than n c . Then, one of the queried POIs moves out of the detection range of n b . Since n b does not detect the queried POI anymore, it sends a Reply' to n a via n c . The other queried POI also moves but it is still located within the detection range of n c . When n a receives the Reply', it updates the initially built validity region by adding the location of n c as shown in Fig. 6(b) .
Finally, FSMs of query issuing and replying nodes for the MQry, called FSMQry, are presented to clearly see the monitor operation and its corresponding state changes in Fig. 7 . The FSMQry begins with state s 1 . The state transition is initiated by an event (e) and then its corresponding action (a) is followed. Both event and action in state i (s i ) are represented as e i a i . Note that the states s 2 and s 3 correspond to M on and M off , respectively, in Fig. 7(b) . A set of major querying operations is also shown in Figs. 8 and 9 .
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We evaluate the proposed scheme and conduct the performance comparison study by changing a set of key simulation parameters in MANETs.
A. Simulation Testbed
We developed a customized discrete-event driven simulator based on the OMNeT++ [12] . A 500 × 200 m 2 rectangle network is deployed, where 100 nodes are uniformly distributed. The network area is virtually divided into a set of grids, where each cell size (c size ) is set to 10 × 10 m 2 . Each node is equipped with an on-board GPS receiver and aware of its current location and its corresponding cell. Here, the performance impact of varying cell sizes has been studied in [11] . The POIs are also uniformly distributed in the network, where the number of mobile POIs varies from 20% to 100% of the total number of POIs and a single POI type is used. The random waypoint mobility model [19] is used to simulate both node and POI mobility patterns. The speed of both node and POI is set to 1 and 5 m/sec, respectively. The radio transmission range (r) is set to 50 m and the tworay ground propagation channel is assumed with a data rate of 2 Mb/s. We deploy a simple CSMA/CA-based medium access for the link layer. A controlled flooding in terms of the number of hops (h max ) is deployed to limit the propagation of query generated from a query issuing node to reduce query traffic. Since a query issuing node regenerates a new query whenever it moves out of its validity region, it does not follow a periodic query arrival pattern. A queried data size is set to 16 kb. A set of major simulation parameters are summarized in Table I .
B. Simulation Results
We measure the performance in terms of the time spent in validity region and the average number of queries as well as replies per query. The simulation is repeated ten times by changing random seed numbers that primarily affect network topology and node and POI mobilities. Each simulation lasts up to 1000 s. The results are collected using 90% confidence interval and the predicted values lie within 10% of the mean. For performance comparison, we compare our approach with the following four schemes [4] , [11] . In this paper, we modify the safe exit algorithm [4] , originally designed for an infrastructurebased network, to work in a MANET, called Greedy. The Greedy can be used as a performance lower bound. 1) Greedy: We assume that there is a centralized server, which is aware of the mobilities of nodes and POIs in a real-time manner. When a query issuing node generates a query, it sends the query to the server directly. The server replies a query result with a set of locations of query replying nodes, ideally located the maximum number of hops (i.e., three hops) away from the query issuing node. Whenever the query issuing node moves, it measures the current distances to the locations of all query replying nodes to check whether each distance is less than and equal to the distance of maximum three hops. 2) Adapt:Ovhr: A validity region is built with the combination of basic rectangle and convex-hull-based validity regions. The validity region can also be extended by opportunistic overhearing of a query reply forwarded to another query issuing node. 3) Reduced: A query issuing node intentionally reduces the size of validity region to proactively avoid any miss in regenerating a new query by further limiting the propagation of query, resulting in a lesser number of query replies and a small sized validity region. 4) Prob: A set of requery probabilities (p qry ) is assigned in each cell located within a validity region. Whenever a query issuing node moves and visits a new cell, it generates a random number (e.g., rand[0, 1]), compares the number with p qry assigned, and decides whether to reset the validity region and regenerate a new query. 1) Snapshots of Validity Region: We first snapshot a set of validity regions to observe any change depending on the number of mobile POIs as shown in Fig. 10 . In this paper, we experiment with the low and high mobilities of POI by deploying 20% and 80% of mobile POIs out of a total number of POIs in the network, respectively. In Fig. 10(a)-(c) , an initially built validity region [see Fig. 10(a) ] is not changed much as shown in Fig. 10(b) and (c) . A validity region is initially built based on the locations of six query replying nodes that detect the queried POI. With the low mobility of POIs, the query replying nodes do not frequently detect the changes of queried POI, such as a new POI is detected or the queried POI moves out of the detection range. Thus, the number of query replying nodes that contribute in updating the validity region is not significantly changed. In Fig. 10(d )-(f), due to the high mobility of mobile POIs, however, the size of validity region changes significantly. Note that the locations contributing to the validity region fluctuate because the query replying nodes frequently detect the changes of the queried POI.
2) Average Time Spent in Validity Region: We measure the time spent in validity region and compare the MQry with four existing schemes by changing the number of mobile POIs in the network. In Fig. 11(a) , both Adapt:Ovhr and Prob show the longest time spent in the low mobility of POIs. This is because the Adapt:Ovhr adaptively extend the validity region. In the Prob, a query issuing node has a higher requery probability as it moves toward the boundary of validity region. Thus, the query issuing node can stay longer within the validity region than that of the other schemes. The MQry shows a similar performance with both Greedy and Reduced schemes because query replying nodes do not frequently detect any change of the queried POI and thus, the validity region is not updated. In the high mobility of POIs, however, the MQry shows the longest time spent in validity region for the rest of schemes. All schemes except the MQry show the reduced time spent in validity region. In particular, the Greedy shows the shortest time spent in validity region because it is sensitive to the distance changes between a query issuing node and query replying nodes. In the MQry, the query issuing node keeps updating the validity region based on the Reply sent from its query replying nodes whenever they detect any change of the queried POI, leading to a longer time spent in the updated validity region.
3
) Average Number of Queries:
We count the number of queries in Fig. 11(b) . The Greedy shows the worst performance in both low and high mobilities of POIs. Since the Greedy is sensitive to the mobilities of nodes and POIs, a query issuing node frequently generates a new query whenever its current distances to all locations of query replying nodes are more than h max . The Reduced shows higher number of queries because it has a smaller validity region than that of the other three schemes. The MQry shows the best performance in the high mobility of POIs because it adaptively updates the current validity region according to the newly or additionally detected queried POIs, leading to generate fewer new queries. The MQry also shows a less sensitivity to the mobilities of POIs compared to that of both Adapt:Ovhr and Prob schemes.
4) Average Number of Replies Per Query:
We count the number of replies per query in Fig. 11(c) . In this paper, a query issuing node initiates to build a validity region using the convex-hull after receiving at least three replies from its corresponding query replying nodes. The Reduced shows the worst performance because the query issuing node receives the replies from the smaller number of query replying nodes, located less number of hops away than h max , and builds a smaller size of validity region. Since the query issuing node frequently moves out of the validity region, however, it repeatedly builds a new validity region based on the additional replies from its query replying nodes. Thus, the Reduced shows the highest number of replies per query. The Greedy shows the competitive performance with both Adapt:Ovhr and Prob in the low mobility of POIs but has the lowest number of replies per query in the high mobility of POIs. In this paper, we implicitly assume that the query issuing node is able to measure the distances to its corresponding query replying nodes without additional message exchanges in the Greedy. Both Adapt:Ovhr and Prob schemes show the fluctuated performance depending on the mobilities of POIs. In particular, they show the worst performance in the high mobility of POIs. This is because the validity region built based on the high mobility of POIs can lead the query issuing node to move out and regenerate a new query frequently. The MQry shows the competitive performance in both mobilities of a little higher number of replies per query than that of Greedy, Adapt:Ovhr, and Prob. Note that the number of replies per query increases a little in the high mobility of POIs compared to that of low mobility of POIs.
5) Average Number of Reply and Reply' Packets:
Finally, we count the number of Reply and Reply' packets by varying the number of mobile POIs in Fig. 12 . A query issuing node builds a validity region based on the Reply packet replied from its query replying nodes. According to each Reply, the query issuing node maintains a list of locations that contribute in building the initial validity region. As shown in Fig. 12 , the number of Reply packets is not changed because the number of query replying nodes is fixed and the collection of Reply packets is a one-time operation. The mobility of POIs does not impact on the number of Reply packets. Whenever the query replying node detects an additional queried POI moved into or the existing queried POI moved out of its detection range, it generates and replies a Reply' containing its updated location to the query issuing node for a possible update of validity region. Once the query issuing node receives the Reply', it decides whether the updated location can contribute in updating the validity region. As the number of mobile POIs increases, the query replying node can frequently detect the change of queried POI and send the Reply'. Thus, the number of Reply packets increases as shown in Fig. 12 .
V. DISCUSSION
In this section, we identify two real-world systems that can be further extended. We discuss a pre-evacuation system and a privacy conservation system deployed in different infrastructurebased networks in order to see the full potential of the proposed scheme. We also discuss the impact of mobility model on the region-based query operation followed by additional research issues for future work.
A. Region-Sensitive Evacuation Query and Traffic Reduction
Ubiquitous natural disasters cause tremendous damage of property and loss of human life. For example, due to the huge impact of hurricanes, a mandatory evacuation conducted before hurricanes land is essential. Since hurricanes can be predicted well in advance in the sense of path and category, casualties caused by them could be reduced through efficient evacuation planning and dissemination. During the evacuation period, vehicles frequently send queries for update sensitive evacuation data items to an evacuation server or adjacent vehicles through vehicle-to-infrastructure or vehicle-to-vehicle communication, respectively, in a VANET. Vehicles can also broadcast their recently received evacuation data items from the server to its adjacent vehicles for fast dissemination through vehicle-tovehicle communication. However, blind queries and broadcasts followed by a series of unconditional forwarding operations are inefficient because they can cause redundant retransmissions and packet contentions and collisions. Since wireless infrastructure networks are often bandwidth and resource limited, they can quickly be saturated by bulk evacuation traffic and this can reduce network throughput and increase end-to-end latency.
In light of this, the proposed region-based querying scheme can reduce the evacuation traffic by reducing the number of redundant evacuation queries without degrading the freshness of evacuation query result. The basic idea is that the evacuation server assigns a set of locations forming a validity region, where an evacuation query result is valid as far as a query issuing vehicle is located within the region. When the query issuing vehicle moves and becomes closer to the boundary of validity region, it has a higher probability of reissuing a new evacuation query to fresh its evacuation query result and rebuild the validity region. Thus, the query issuing vehicle does not need to repetitively send the same evacuation query to the evacuation server. Note that the query issuing vehicle does not blindly wait until it moves out of the validity region, but it can proactively update its validity region by reissuing an evacuation query.
B. Region-Based Location Privacy Conservation
When a user requests a location-based POI, it sends a spatial query piggybacked with its current location to an untrusted LBS server. This indicates that the user implicitly has agreed to share its location with the server. In fact, more than 65% users reveal or share their current location with a weather app [20] . Since the LBS server can collect and store location queries in its local storage, it can track and analyze users' location data and infer a certain degree of private information, such as users' home locations, mobility patterns, lifestyle, or health conditions. An adversary can compromise the server to misuse sensitive location data. The LBS server can even release location data to the third parties for mobile marketing without the consensus of users.
When a user sends a query to the LBS server, it is focused on how to efficiently generate a set of dummy locations or a cloaking area to hide the exact location of a user from the LBS server. Upon receiving the queried result from the LBS server, the user answers the query and caches the queried result in its local storage. Due to the mobility, however, the user may not know whether the cached query result is still valid to answer the following query. Thus, the user may send more queries to the LBS server and this can increase the probability of revealing its current location or mobility pattern. In order to reduce the number of queries, prior region-based querying approaches [11] , [21] - [23] could implicitly be deployed but it is not explicitly integrated with the operation of dummy location or cloaking area generation. The proposed elastic validity region can reduce the number of spatial queries and the contributing nodes of validity region can be dummy users in order not to provide the server with the exact location of a user.
C. Mobility Model Versus Region Based Querying
In this paper, we deploy a simple and popular mobility model, the random waypoint mobility, to clearly see the impact of elastic validity region on the query performance. If the mobility model changes, such as Levy-walk, clustered mobility model [24] , or platoon group mobility model, the MQry would be affected and its query performance could also be changed. For example, when a query issuing node moves out of the current validity region, it regenerates a new query to update the validity region. The frequency of query regeneration for updating the validity region may vary depending on the mobility model and thus, the operation or policy of updating the validity region can be changed. A mobility-aware approach or a fine-grained mobility management can be applied to the query operation, in which each node needs to maintain or predict the mobility of other nodes, but a nonnegligible communication overhead can be incurred in MANETs.
In addition, multiple aspects can be incorporated to extend the proposed query operation. Channel error or packet loss and its corresponding countermeasure mechanism can be embedded for a region-based reliable query operation. To further reduce the query traffic, intermediate nodes located between a query issuing node and its query replying node(s) can judiciously decide whether to forward incoming packets immediately or after a certain delay not to repeatedly forward redundant packets for the same POI.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we investigated the elastic validity region and its corresponding query processing scheme to efficiently query mobile POIs in MANETs. A query replying node that contributes in building an initial validity region judiciously switches its monitor operation to observe any change of the queried POI and interacts with a query issuing node. The query issuing node adjusts the current validity region to reduce the number of queries without hurting the freshness of queried result based on the updated query replies. We clearly described and depicted the query operations of both query issuing and replying node sides using FSMs. We conducted extensive simulation-based experiments and performance comparison with four competitive schemes. The simulation results show that the proposed approach can adaptively shrink or extend the size of validity region and can be a viable approach in MANETs with mobile POIs.
